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The anchors were a landmark for sailors for 136 years. The gear was left there for future explorers to use in an emergency and because there was no space in Hecla for all of the equipment. The cache left behind did indeed prove useful to mariners years later. Ancres Fury. Anchors of HMS Fury (1814). Fury Beach: The Four-Year Odyssey of Captain John Ross and the Victory. Berkley. ISBN 0-425-18845-0. Note: Includes bibliographical references and index. Personal Name: Ross, John,, Sir, 1777-1856. Corporate Name: Victory (Ship). Geographic Name: Arctic regions Discovery and exploration British. Geographic Name: Northwest Passage Discovery and exploration British. Geographic Name: Canada, Northern Discovery and exploration British. Download Fury Beach: the four-year odyssey of Captain John Ross and the victory Ray Edinger. leave here couple of words about this book: Tags